Cisco Connected Mobile Experiences Solutions
Mobile networks and smart phones are exploding in
numbers & geographies, enabling new capabilities and
services. This sets the stage for businesses to gain
visibility into customer behavior within their venues. The
Cisco Connected Mobile Experiences Solution provides
this visibility to the necessary decision makers

Indoor Location-Based Services
Mobile applications provide way finding capabilities for
guests, displaying “turn-by-turn” directions and indoor
mapping information throughout the property. Location
services can also provide contextual information to
deliver more personalized and relevant services to
guests exactly when they need it.

Integration with Other Hotel Systems and
App Usage
Integration with other systems opens up a range of
additional scenarios. For example, hotel guests can use
the loyalty app or browser to change their itinerary and
make mobile purchases that can be posted back to the
hotel guest folio in the Property Management System
(PMS).

Automatic Wireless Connection
Cisco Connected Mobile Experiences allows users to
automatically connect to the dedicated guest wireless
network. The connection is tailored to the type of device
the guest is using and also provides personalized
content and network bandwidth in relation to the guest’s
loyalty level or as a service available at an additional
cost.

Targeted Location-Based Messaging
Hoteliers & Retailers can deliver personalized
messages and contextual offers, based on a
guest’s current location, through the user’s
loyalty app or mobile browser. They can
present real-time, mobile notifications that
align with guests’ interests and their location in
the venue. For example, guests in a restaurant
can find the menu and restaurant information.

Advanced Location Analytics
Detecting and anonymously tracking Wi-Fi
signals from guest devices also provides
hoteliers with visibility into and analytics on
guest flow and behavior that can be useful to
improve the guest experience. For example,
advanced analytics show how guests move
throughout the property in social groups as
well as dwell times in public spaces or in
amenity areas. You can use data analytics to
increase operational efficiencies or improve
customer service.
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